
Abuse of Officials 
by Fans

Northern Ontario Hockey Association



Abuse of Officials 

Hockey is a fast, physical game and emotions run high on 
and off the ice.

During a game, Officials have to take some responsibility if 
they take verbal abuse from team officials and players, they 
are allowing this to occur.

To solve this issue, send a message early in a game that 
abuse will not be tolerated.



Abuse from Fans

In sports that use Officials, there will be abuse from fans.

We must limit the abuse in order to keep our Officials in the 
game.

When a fan becomes abusive that is not acceptable there 
must be a consequence.



Abuse from Fans – Respect in Sport 

In the NOHA all minor players must have one 
parent/guardian complete the Respect in Sport Parent 
Program by November 1st.

Modules include education on abuse, bullying, maintaining 
perspective, respect of officials, coaches, etc.

Significant reduction in issues brought forward to the NOHA 
since the implementation.



Abuse from Fans

Although we do not want fans abusing Officials, we have to 
determine what types of comments go beyond what is 
acceptable, and warrant having a fan removed from a game.

Examples of what is acceptable:

There are two teams out there

That was a terrible call

Homer



Abuse From Fans 

Examples of what is not acceptable:  

Profane language

Threats toward an Official

Personal comments about him/her or their family  

This is not an open season on fans, there has to be a legitimate 
reason for removing them from the playing area.



Procedures 

1) Skate into a stationary position 

2) Make eye contact with the fan

3) Point to him/her and the lobby area

• Do not point in a way that would be considered intimidating

4) No verbal communication by the Officials to the spectator



Procedures 

5) The Official must determine which team the fan being removed is 
with.

6) The Official will approach that team’s bench first and inform the 
Coach that if the fan does not leave within two (2) minutes, the game 
shall be suspended.

7) Explain the situation to the opposing Coach as well.



Reporting

The Official is responsible to submit an Online Penalty Report Form, 
and provide all details, including whether the fan left the area or not;

• The District RIC and Council Director will receive a copy of the 
report.

The District Council Director will follow up with the Minor Hockey 
Association to ensure that the matter is dealt with; 

The Council Director will notify the Association that any further 
similar actions from the fans of the same team may result in 
suspension(s).



Abuse from Fans

Should a senior Official observe abuse towards young 
Officials, they are encouraged to support/assist and 
communicate with the Official.



Role of the Association

We all play a role in preventing abuse of Officials, including the 
Minor Hockey Associations.

When Executive in attendance, deal with situation immediately.

Provide code of conduct to parents, discuss respect of coaches, 
officials, etc. at team/association meetings.

Teams can identify individuals to monitor behavior in the stands.

Promote positive behaviours.



Reverse Abuse

Officials have to be professional and keep calm.

Reverse abuse of any kind will not be tolerated.

Any use of inappropriate comments or gestures by an official will be 
investigated and a suspension may occur.



Summary

NOHA Board of Directors fully supports the role of the 
Official.

Officials play a significant role in eliminating abuse and 
can set the tone early on.

Professionalism at all times.


